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recipient intends to organize the
planning process, and what state
agencies will participate and the role
they will play.
b. The application shall identify the
proposed project manager and any
support personnel considered critical to
the successful accomplishment of this
project. Resumes or qualification
statements and a brief description of
their respective organizational
responsibilities should be included
separately.
c. What issues will be addressed
during the planning process (at a
minimum these must include the issues
listed under Part II—Objectives).
d. A schedule designed to meet the
six month deadline for preparation of an
implementation plan.
e. A description of the evaluation
approach proposed to determine how
well the program is implemented, the
strengths and weakness of the proposed
approach, and the effectiveness of the
program in accomplishing its objectives.
Terms and Conditions of Award
1. Prior to award, each grantee must
comply with the certification
requirements of 49 CFR part 20,
Department of Transportation New
Restrictions on Lobbying, and 49 CFR
part 29, Department of Transportation
government-wide Debarment and
Suspension (Non-procurement) and
Government-wide Requirements for
Drug Free Workplace (Grants).
2. Reporting Requirements and
Deliverables:
A. A Progress Report to be submitted
half-way through the grant period that
should include a summary of the
activities and accomplishments to-date,
as well as the proposed activities to
complete the planning process. Any
decisions and actions required in the
upcoming quarter should be included in
the report. The grantee shall supply the
progress report to the Contracting

Officer’s Technical Representative
(COTR) three (3) months following date
of award.
B. Final Report and Implementation
Plan: The grantee shall prepare a Final
Report and Implementation Plan that
includes a description of the issues
addressed during the planning process,
the process followed, and how the
issues were resolved. The
Implementation Plan should address
issues including: who should be tested,
when and by whom should they be
tested, for what drugs, and under what
circumstances. It should also address
the issue of how the grantee proposes to
evaluate the program once
implemented. This evaluation plan
should include a description of the
design, data elements, and how the
effects of the program will be
determined. The grantee shall submit
the Final Report and Implementation
Plan to the COTR by the end of the
performance period.
3. Receipt of a planning grant under
this announcement does not guarantee
award of a Phase 2 Implementation
Grant, though the advanced planning
will clearly enhance the recipient’s
ability to prepare a detail proposal for
the Phase 2 Implementation Grant.
4. During the effective performance
period of grants awarded as a result of
this announcement, the agreement as
applicable to the grantee, shall be
subject to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration’s General
Provisions for Assistance Agreements.
Part IV—Application Review Process
Timely application packages from
eligible applicants will be reviewed to
confirm that they include all of the
items specified in the Application
Procedures and Contents section of this
announcement. Each complete
application from an eligible recipient
will then be evaluated by an Evaluation
Committee to determine whether the

applicant demonstrates an adequate
understanding of the requirements for a
pre-driver licensure drug testing
program, has proposed to use the federal
funds in a manner consistent with the
objectives specified in Part II, has
provided a reasonable plan for
accomplishing the objectives of the
project within the time frame set out in
this announcement, and has proposed
an acceptable budget. Each of these
criteria will be rated as acceptable or
unacceptable. Only proposals rated
acceptable on every criteria will be
eligible for funding.
Issued on: June 26, 1997.
James Hedlund,
Associate Administrator for Traffic Safety
Programs.
[FR Doc. 97–17306 Filed 7–1–97; 8:45 am]
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION
AGENCY
Culturally Significant Objects Imported
for Exhibition; Determinations
United States Information
Agency.
ACTION: Notice; correction.
AGENCY:

In notice document 97–15583,
appearing on page 32405 in the issue of
Friday, June 13, 1997, in the third
column, in the seventh line, the text
following the words ‘‘exhibit objects at’’
is incorrect. The corrected text reads as
follows: ‘‘the Jewish Museum of New
York, NY, from June 14, 1997, to on or
about October 31, 1997, is in the
national interest.’’
Dated: June 26, 1997.
Les Jin,
General Counsel.
[FR Doc. 97–17239 Filed 7–1–97; 8:45 am]
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